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1 a What is the distribution of the time spent waiting in the queue for an MIM/1-FCFS/oo/oo queueing 
system? Derive the distribution. Why is the Reimann-Steieltjes integral used for this derivation? 

9 
b Given above derive the mean waiting time in the queue and the mean wait in the system. 

6 
2 a A manufacturing unit produces an assembly which has to be inspected before it is sent for further 

processing. The assembly may have either one defect or two defects. There is a workman who 
repairs the defects with mean time of 6 min and service time distribution is exponential. The rate 
at which the defects appear are 2/hour for one defect and 3/hour for 2 defects and both their inter
arrival times are exponentially distributed . If the rate of defects increases continuously then an 
extra repairman maybe engaged who will only repair the second defectives while the first one 
will do the single defects. If the cost per unit time is Rs 50 per unit repair and Rs 70 is the cost of 
a workman per hour, then will the extra repairman be needed? In general at what ratio of the costs 
will the extra repairman be engaged? 

9 
b A calibration unit tests a sophisticated navigational instruments. If the test fails, the instrument 

needs to be adjusted. There are two persons who can do that. Each take a mean service time of 5 
minutes and adjustment times are exponentially distributed. The rate at which the adjustment are 
required is 18/hr and their arrival are Poisson distributed. There is an alternative to the services 

of the two men by hiring a machine which can service in exactly in 2~ minutes. Assuming the 

compensation paid to the workmen are equal to the hiring cost of the machine do you think the 
machine should be hired? 6 

3 a For a Poisson input bulk service model with single server, compute the expected length of the 
system and expected waiting time for a carwash machine which can wash two cars 
simultaneously or one if there are no cars waiting. The arrival is Poisson and the mean rate of 
arrival is 5/hr and the service is exponential with mean time 20 minutes. 

6 
b If the car-wash management decides that until and unless there are two cars are in the washing 

bay it will not operate the machine, till the bays are full (i.e. 2 cars) what will be the probability of 
n in the system for n=O, 1, 2, 3 9 

4 For an SMP define the conditional transition-time distribution function and obtain the same 
for an M/M/1 system and an MIMic system. Also obtain of the unconditional transition 
probabilities ofM/M/1 system through SMP. 15 




